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Why Zaigar Finance?

Zaigar is a cryptocurrency rewards marketing company that has been in the market for 
over 3 years and has more than 30,000 users around the world, having already 
provided services to large companies in this new economy.

WithWith the aim of always continuing to support the development of the cryptocurrency 
industry, we are now officially launching our DeFi (Decentralized Finance) platform, 
Zaigar Finance, implemented within the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network.

A simple, fast, and secure platform that allows all members of our community to carry 
out operations with cryptocurrencies in an extremely easy and uncomplicated way.

FFurthermore, by adopting well-known strategies in the DeFi universe, it has an 
economic model capable of generating rewards in crypto assets through Farming and 
Staking.

To promote the operation and use of the platform, between 07/11 and 07/12/2021 we 
have pre-sold the ZAIF token, the platform's main asset, where 100% of the quantity 
offered was sold in less than 20 hours.

AnAnother important landmark was conquered in the first 15 days after its availability, 
where the ZAIF token had more than 8,000 holders.

Consistently and in line with our history, Zaigar Finance's goal is to create a long-term 
structure, allowing the community to participate and contribute to the project's 
evolution so that everyone can benefit.

TheThe platform will feature two different tokens to boost its usage: the ZAIF token, 100% 
deflationary, designed by its smart contract, and the ZAFIRA (ZFAI), used to reward our 
platform members.

With this vision, we present some differentials that very well characterize a lasting 
project focused on the community.



Our differentials

     No pre-mined ZAIF tokens were allocated to the Zaigar Finance team;

     The launch of the ZAIF token was carried out in a pre-sale event where everyone had  
    the opportunity to purchase it for a really very affordable price;

    We are not a project designed to last only a few days and raise funds maliciously. We  
    are Zaigar, a serious platform committed to the work developed since 2018;

        The economic model of our tokens has been designed in a self-sustainable way,     
    allowing constant investment in marketing to promote Zaigar Finance and thus      
    contributing to the continued growth and development of the platform.

(1) https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/bep-20
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ZAIF Token

ZAIF Token is a token developed on the BEP20(1) standard 
that works within the Binance Smart Chain network.

As Zaigar Finance's main token, ZAIF allows access to all 
functionalities and use cases made available on the 
platform.



ZAIF Token Economy (Tokenomics)

ZAIF token is designed to be self-sustaining, allowing for constant investment in project growth, 
which is why every transaction performed with the token has a 5% fee.

90%
Pre-sale

9%
Airdrop

1%
Partnerships

Of the total of 10 million initial ZAIF tokens, 90% were 
offered in pre-sales, with 9% distributed in airdrop and 
1% reserved for strategic partnerships.

Token Information

Name: Zaigar Finance
Ticker: ZAIF

Maximum quantity: 10,000,000 ZAIF
Transaction fee: 5%



ZFAI Token

The Zafira (ZFAI) will be the token used to reward our community members who use their 
ZAIF tokens in the Farming and Staking functions of the platform.

Understand how the 5% fee per transaction is divided

2% are proportionally distributed among all who 
have ZAIF token in their wallet;

2% are used to promote marketing actions and 
pay for the maintenance of the platform;

1% is burned, thus helping to create scarcity and 
contributing to the stability of the token on the 
open market.

Furthermore, after the official launch of Zaigar Finance, 25% of the amount collected from 
fees in the farming and staking functions of the platform will be used for the acquisition and 
burning of ZAIF tokens for a minimum period of 120 days, thus contributing to the increase 
in scarcity and possible valorization of the token.
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Unlike ZAIF, in the ZFAI token - also implemented 
in the BEP20 standard of the Binance Smart Chain 
network - there will be no transaction fee (0% fee), 
allowing all gains on the platform to be 100% 
attributed to our community members. 
Furthermore, when acquiring or transferring these 
tokens, the same exact amount of tokens will be 
rereceived by the recipient.



With the adoption of this strategy, we have greatly facilitated the adoption of ZFAI 
tokens in payment systems, features offered by service providers, and even more 
importantly, its availability on exchanges.

Although the ZFAI token does not have a native burning function implemented in its 
smart contract, as implemented in the ZAIF token, 25% of the amount collected from 
fees from the platform's farming and staking functions will be used for the acquisition 
and burning of the ZFAI token by a minimum period of 120 days.

AAs part of our mission, always focused on the benefits provided to members of our 
community, new strategies will be developed and adopted with the aim of boosting the 
growth of our ecosystem and promoting the scarcity and possible appreciation of the 
assets made available, which will be timely announced in our communication 
channels.

Token Information

Name: Zafira
Ticker: ZFAI

Pre-mined tokens: 21,000,000 ZFAI
Maximum quantity: 180,000,000 ZFAI

Transaction fee: 0%
TTokens per block: 4 ZFAI
Time per block: 3 seconds



Airdrop ZFAI

KKeeping our mission to always offer the maximum benefits and convenience to our 
community, and especially to honor all those who believed and continue to believe in the 
project, all those who on 08/05/2021 20:00 UTC have a balance equal to or greater than 1 
ZAIF in your wallet, or deposited in the Farming and Staking functions at Zaigar Finance, will 
be eligible to receive the same amount in ZFAI tokens (Zafira) on 08/20/2021 at no 
additional cost, 100% free. That is, someone who has 50,000 ZAIF on 8/05/2021, according 
to the terms and conditions stated above, will receive 50,000 ZFAI in the airdrop on 
8/8/20/2021.

(2) https://pancakeswap.nance/
(3)  Terms and conditions apply.

Distribution of pre-mined tokens

Liquidity: 10 million tokens will be used to provide 
liquidity in PancakeSwap(2), and this liquidity will 
be blocked for 1 year;

Airdrop: 10 million tokens will be distributed to 
current ZAIF(3) token holders.

MMarketing: 1 million tokens will be used to 
implement and drive a strong marketing 
campaign with a global reach.

10 million
Airdrop

10 million
Liquidity

1 million
Marketing

ZFAI Token Economy

-0% transaction fee;

-With the launch of the ZFAI token, liquidity of 20 BNB will be added to the platform, which 
will be blocked for 1 year;

--25% of the amount collected from fees arising from the platform's farming and staking 
functions will be used for the acquisition and burning of the ZFAI token for a minimum period 
of 120 days.
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How will the ZFAI token mining process work

With the launch of the Zaigar Finance platform, we will also have the beginning of the ZFAI 
token mining. From that moment on, 4 ZFAI will be generated per block of the BSC network, 
with a total of 115,200 ZFAI per day.

Distribution of mined
ZFAI tokens

Farming and Staking:  85%

Marketing and Partnerships:  10%

Team: 4%

Development: 1%

Next Steps

Buy with credit card and pay with ZFAI

As part of the ZFAI token adoption strategy implemented by the team, in partnership with 
ZCore Finance, the token will be made available for use on the ZeFi Card,(4) a virtual credit 
card.

WithWith this, it will be possible to use the ZFAI(5) token in everyday situations, such as shopping 
and using services such as Uber and iFood.

(4) https://cointelegraph.com.br/news/weve-tested-the-zcore-card-which-allows-you-to-use-de-tokens-to-pay-everything-from-mercado-livre-and-ifood
(5) The availability date will be disclosed in our communication channels in due date.



Roadmap

May 2021
Defi project design and conception

July 2021
- ZAIF token pre-sale;
- Airdrop ZAIF;
- Availability on Pancakeswap;
- Added blocked liquidity;
- Campaign to add Private Liquidity;
- Bitblock partnership.- Bitblock partnership.

August 2021
- Launch of the Zaigar Finance platform;

- Exchange launch;
- Audited by TechRate;

- AirDrop ZFAI;
- Application for listing on Exchanges;

-- Application for display on CMC & Coingecko;
- International Marketing Campaign

3Q onwards
- Availability on the ZeFi virtual credit card ;
- Increased presence in media social via
Youtube & Tiktok;
- Addition of functions on the platform;
- Launch of Vault;
-- Announcement of Strategic Partnerships.



Marketplace

In order to equally promote the development of both tokens implemented in the platform, it 
is part of our strategy to seek to make the ZFAI token available in the market once ZAIF token 
has been made available.

To this end, the Zaigar Finance team is already in contact with several exchanges with good 
daily trading volume (+50M USD) for the inclusion of our tokens.
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How to earn with Zaigar Finance

      Acquiring your tokens and waiting for a possible recovery;

      Accumulating tokens in your wallet and receiving part of the fee every time someone  
      performs a transaction with ZAIF tokens;

      Applying your tokens to our Staking feature and earning a share of the new mined   
      ZFAI tokens;

            Using the Farming feature, contributing to the liquidity of tokens and earning new LP  
      tokens(6).

(6) https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/what-are-liquidity-pools-in-de

Learn more at  ZAIGAR.FINANCE


